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Abstract
This paper describes various systems from the University of Minnesota, Duluth that participated in the CLPsych 2015 shared task. These systems learned decision lists based on lexical features found in training data. These systems typically had average precision in the range of .70 – .76, whereas a random baseline attained .47 – .49.

1 Introduction
The Duluth systems that participated in the CLPsych Shared Task (Coppersmith et al., 2015) explore the degree to which a simple Machine Learning method can successfully identify Twitter users who suffer from Depression or Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).

Our approach was to build decision lists of Ngrams found in training Tweets that had been authored by users who had disclosed a diagnosis of Depression or PTSD. The resulting lists were applied to the Tweets of other Twitter users who served as a held-out test sample. The test users were then ranked based on the likelihood that they suffered from Depression or PTSD. This ranking depends on the number of Ngrams found in their Tweets that were associated with either condition.

There were eight different systems that learned decision lists plus one random baseline. The resulting lists are referred to as DecisionList_1 – DecisionList_9, where the system that produced the list is identified by the associated integer. Note that system 9 is a random baseline and not a decision list.

2 Data Preparation
The organizers provided training data that consisted of Tweets from 327 Twitter users who self-reported a diagnosis of Depression, and 246 users who reported a PTSD diagnosis. Each of these users had at least 25 Tweets. There were also Control users identified who were of the same gender and similar age, but who did not have a diagnosis of Depression or PTSD. While each control was paired with a specific user with Depression or PTSD, we did not make any effort to identify or use these pairings.

If a Twitter user has been judged to suffer from either Depression or PTSD, then all the Tweets associated with that user belong to the training data for that condition. This is true regardless of the contents of the Tweets. Thus for many users relatively few Tweets pertain to mental illness, and the rest focus on more general topics. All of the Tweets from the Control users are also collected in their own training set as well.

Our systems only used the text portions of the Tweets, no other information such as location, date, number of retweets, etc. was incorporated. The text was converted to lower case, and any non-alphanumeric characters were replaced with spaces. Thus, hashtags became indistinguishable from text, and emoticons were somewhat fragmented (since they include special characters) but still included as features. We did not carry out any spell checking, stemming, or other forms of normalization.

Then, the Tweets associated with each of the conditions was randomly sorted. The first eight million words of Tweets for each condition were included...
in the training data for each condition. Any Tweets beyond that were discarded. This cut-off was selected since after pre-processing the smallest portion of the training data (PTSD) included approximately 8,000,000 words. We wanted to have the same amount of training data for each condition so as to simplify the process of feature selection.

3 Feature Identification

The decision lists were made up of Ngrams. Ngrams are defined as sequences of N contiguous words that occur within a single tweet.

Decision lists 3, 6, 7, and 8 used bigram (N == 2) features, while 1, 2, 4, and 5 used all Ngrams in size between 1 and 6. All of the Tweets in the training data for each condition were processed separately by the Ngram Statistics Package (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003). All Ngrams of the desired size were identified and counted. An Ngram must have occurred at least 50 times more in one condition than the other to be included as a feature. Any Ngram made up entirely of stop words was removed from decision lists 2, 5, 6, and 8. The stoplist comes from the Ngram Statistics Package and consists of 392 common words, as well as single character words.

The task was to rank Twitter users based on how likely they are to suffer from Depression or PTSD. In two cases this ranking is relative to the Control group (DvC and Pvc), and in the third case the ranking is between Depression and PTSD (DvP). A separate decision list is constructed for each of these cases as follows. For the condition DvC, the frequencies of the Ngrams from the Depression training data are given positive values, and the Ngrams from the Control data are given negative values. Then, the decision list is constructed by simply adding those values for each Ngram and recording the sum as the weight of the Ngram feature.

For example, if feel tired occurred 4000 times in the Depression training data, and 1000 times in the Control data, the final weight of this feature would be 3000. Ngrams with positive values are then indicative of Depression, whereas those with negative values point towards the Control group. An Ngram with a value of 0 would have occurred exactly the same number of times in both the Depression and Control group and would not be indicative of either condition. The same process is followed to create decision lists for Pvc and DvP.

Four of the systems limited the Ngrams in the decision lists to bigrams, while four systems used the Ngrams 1–6 as features. In the latter case, the smaller Ngrams that are also included in a longer Ngram are counted both as a part of that longer Ngram, and individually as smaller Ngrams. For example, if the trigram I am tired is a feature, then the bigrams I am and am tired are also features, as are I, am, tired.

4 Running the Decision List

After a decision list is constructed, a held out sample of test users can be evaluated and ranked for the likelihood of Depression and PTSD. The Tweets for an individual user are all processed by the Ngram Statistics Package to identify the Ngrams. Then the Ngrams in a user’s Tweets are compared to the decision list and any time a user’s Ngram matches the Decision List the frequency associated with that Ngram is added to a running total. Keep in mind that features for one class (e.g., Depression) will add positive values, while features for the other (e.g., Control) will add negative values. This sum is kept as all of an individual user’s Tweets are processed, and in the end this sum will have either a positive or negative value that will determine the the class of the user. The raw score is used to rank the different users relative to each other.

There is also a binary weighting variation. In this case when a user’s Ngram is encountered in the Decision list, if the frequency is positive a value of 1 is added to the running together, and if it is negative a value of -1 is added. This is done for all of a user’s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>system</th>
<th>stoplist?</th>
<th>Ngrams</th>
<th>weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: System Overviews.
Table 2: System Precision per Condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rank</th>
<th>id</th>
<th>DvP prec</th>
<th>DvC prec</th>
<th>PvC prec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td>.736</td>
<td>.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.764</td>
<td>.731</td>
<td>.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.761</td>
<td>.718</td>
<td>.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.760</td>
<td>.718</td>
<td>.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.738</td>
<td>.718</td>
<td>.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.731</td>
<td>.713</td>
<td>.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.730</td>
<td>.713</td>
<td>.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.724</td>
<td>.710</td>
<td>.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.471</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>.489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the average rank and precision attained by each system across all three conditions. It also lists the characteristics of each decision list.

When taken together, Tables 2 and 4 clearly show that systems 2 and 1 are the most effective across the three conditions. These two systems are identical, except that 2 uses a stoplist and 1 does not. They both use the binary weighting scheme and Ngrams of size 1–6.

Table 3 shows the number of features per decision list. The systems that use the ngram 1–6 features (1, 2, 4, 5) have a much larger number of features than the bigram systems (3, 6, 7, 8). Note however that in Table 2 there is not a strong correlation between a larger number of features and improved precision. While systems 1 and 2 have the highest precision (and the largest number of features) systems 4 and 5 have exactly the same features and yet attain average precision that is quite a bit lower than systems with smaller numbers of features, such as 3 or 6.

Note that the pairs of systems that have the same number of features in the decision list only differ in their weighting scheme (bigram versus frequency) and so the number of features would be expected to be the same. Also note that the number of features per condition for a given system is approximately the same – this was our intention when selecting the same number of words (8,000,000) per condition from the training data.

### 5 Results

Table 2 shows the average precision per system for each of the three conditions.

Table 3 shows the number of features per decision list. In each decision list created by system 2, which had overall the highest precision of our runs.

System 2 uses Ngrams of size 1–6 with stop words removed and binary weighting of features. The decision lists below show the Ngram feature and the frequency in the training data. Note that Ngrams that begin with u and are followed by numeric values (e.g., u2764, u201d, etc.) are emoticon encodings.

All of the decision lists include a mixture of standard English features and more Web specific features, such as portions of URLs and more notably emoticons. Our systems treated these like any other Ngram, and so a series of emoticons will appear as an Ngram, and URLs are broken into fragments which appears as Ngrams.

### 6 Decision Lists

Below we show the top 100 entries in each decision list.
Table 4: Average Rank and Precision over all Conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>system rank</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>DvP, DvC, PvC</th>
<th>avg precision</th>
<th>stoplist?</th>
<th>Ngrams</th>
<th>weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DvP, DvC, PvC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1, 1, 2</td>
<td>.742</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4, 2, 1</td>
<td>.737</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>8, 3, 3</td>
<td>.717</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7, 5, 4</td>
<td>.717</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6, 6, 5</td>
<td>.684</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3, 7, 7</td>
<td>.681</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5, 4, 6</td>
<td>.676</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2, 8, 8</td>
<td>.671</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9, 9, 9</td>
<td>.480</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Decision List system 2, PvC

This decision list has 17,936 entries, the first 100 of which are shown below. This decision list attained average precision of 74%.

Features and positive counts in bold indicate PTSD, while those in italics are negative counts that are associated with the Control.

http -26084; http t co -23935; http t -23906; co -22388; t co -22210; u8d3d -20341; u8d3c 15764; lol -9429; please 8166; u2764 u2764 -8127; u2764 u2764 u2764 -8017; u2764 u2764 u2764 -7947; u2764 u2764 u2764 u2764 -7852; u2764 u2764 -7769; u2764 u2764 u2764 u2764 -7767; gt -7078; love 6041; u201c -5386; u201d -5186; follow 5578; amp -5420; gt gt -5237; u0f05 5138; re 4875; u8d3d u0e02 -4841; u0e02 -4839; photo -4791; fucking 4616; love you 4603; im 4542; u0607 -4412; rt -4132; udf38 4046; u8d3c udf38 4046; udc95 4033; u8d3d udc95 4033; u0e03 3879; you re 3681; u0430 3666; ve 3624; pji3408vwlgs3 3606; don t 3563; udf41 3543; u8d3c udf41 3542; u0435 3530; u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d -3529; u0e02 u8d3d -3528; gt gt -3459; fuck 3372; please follow 3359; check -3357; u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d -3355; u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 -3354; don 3298; i love 3284; u2661 3088; udf38 u8d3c 3058; u8d3c udf38 u8d3c 3058; i don t 2976; i ve 2962; udc95 u8d3d 2922; u8d3d udc95 u8d3d 2922; u0438 2905; feel 2818; u0644 -2733; check out -2703; udc95 u8d3d udc95 2687; u8d3d udc95 2687; photo http t co -2684; photo http t -2683; u043d 2581; follow me 2517; udc95 u8d3d udc95 2511; u8d3d udc95 u8d3d udc95 2511; udc95 u8d3d udc95 u8d3d udc95 2464; u8d3d udc95 u8d3d udc95 2464; u0442 2405; it it -2376; i love you 2371; today -2365; udc95 u8d3d udc95 u8d3d udc95 2322; u0440 2289; b4a7lkokrkpq 2260; udf38 u8d3c udf38 2236; u8d3c udf38 u8d3c udf38 2236; inbox 2218; mean 2172; u0f0c 2148; u8d3c u0f0c 2148; u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d -2147; u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d -2146; ni 2142; oh 2114; u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 -2101; u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 u8d3d u0e02 -2100; u0441 2075; udf41 u8d3c 2074; u8d3c udf41 u8d3c 2074;
This decision list has 21,145 entries, the first 100 of which are shown below. This decision list attained average precision of 72%.

Features and positive counts in **bold** indicate Depression, while those in *italics* are negative counts that are associated with PTSD.

ud83d 62483; co -29679; t co -29350; http -29021; http t -26110; http t co -24404; ud83c 22070; rt 16098; u2064 -2632; udc4c -2607; ud83d udc4c -2607; u0441 2581; ude0d ud83d -2574; ud83d ude0d ud83d -2572; ptsd 2550; amp 2534; bqn0bi 2510; help 2459; ude12 -2438; ud83d ude12 -2438; bitch -2433; girl -2398; school -2395; ass -2355; lmao -2288; u0432 2274; hate -2267; ain -2259; ain t -2258; i love -2256; lt lt lt -2242; nhttp 2226;

### 6.3 Decision List system 2, DvP

This decision list has 21,145 entries, the first 100 of which are shown below. This decision list attained average precision of 72%.

Features and positive counts in **bold** indicate Depression, while those in *italics* are negative counts that are associated with PTSD.

ud83d 62483; co -29679; t co -29350; http -29021; http t -26110; http t co -24404; ud83c 22070; rt 16098; u2064 -2632; udc4c -2607; ud83d udc4c -2607; u0441 2581; ude0d ud83d -2574; ud83d ude0d ud83d -2572; ptsd 2550; amp 2534; bqn0bi 2510; help 2459; ude12 -2438; ud83d ude12 -2438; bitch -2433; girl -2398; school -2395; ass -2355; lmao -2288; u0432 2274; hate -2267; ain -2259; ain t -2258; i love -2256; lt lt lt -2242; nhttp 2226;

### 7 Indicative Features

The following results show the top 100 most frequent Ngram features from the training data that were also used in the Tweets of the user with the highest score for each of the conditions. Recall that for system 2 the weighting scheme used was binary, so these features did not have any more or less value than others that may have been less frequent in the training data. However, given that each decision list had thousands of features 3, this seemed like a reasonable way to give a flavor for the kinds of features that appeared both in the training data and in users’ Tweets. While not definitive, this will hopefully provide some insight into which of the decision list features play a role in determining if a user may have a particular underlying condition. Note that the very long random alpha strings are anonymized Twitter user ids.

### 7.1 Decision List system 2, DvC

This user used 3,267 features found in our decision list, where 2,360 of those were indicative of Depression, and 907 for Control. This gives this user a score of 1,453 which was the highest among all users for Depression. What follows are the 100 most frequent features from the training data that are indicative of Depression that this user also employed in a tweet at least one time.
7.3 Decision List system 2, DvP (Depression)

This user used 3,797 features found in our decision list, where 2,945 of those were indicative of Depression, and 852 for PTSD. This gives this user a score of 2,093 which was the highest among all users for Depression when gauged against PTSD. Note that this is a different user than scored highest in DvC. What follows are the 100 most frequent features from the training data that are indicative of Depression as opposed to PTSD that this user also employed in a tweet at least one time.

7.4 Decision List system 2, DvP (PTSD)

This user used 4,167 features found in our decision list, where 2,885 of those were indicative of PTSD, and 1,282 for Depression. This gives this user a score of 1,603 which was the highest among all users for PTSD when gauged against PTSD. Note that this is the same user that scored highest in PvC. What follows are the 100 most frequent features from the training data that are indicative of PTSD as opposed to Depression that this user also employed in a tweet at least one time.
8 Discussion and Conclusions

This was our first effort at analyzing text from social media for mental health indicators. Our system here was informed by our experiences in other shared tasks for medical text, including the i2b2 Smoking Challenge (Pedersen, 2006; Uzuner et al., 2008), the i2b2 Obesity Challenge (Pedersen, 2008; Uzuner, 2009), and the i2b2 Sentiment Analysis of Suicide Notes Challenge (Pedersen, 2012; Pestian et al., 2012).

In those shared tasks we frequently observed that rule based systems fared reasonably well, and that machine learning methods were prone to over-fitting training data, and did not generalize terribly well. For this shared task we elected to take a very simple machine learning approach that did not attempt to optimize accuracy on the training data, in the hopes that it would generalize reasonably well.

However, this task is quite distinct in that the data is from Twitter. In the other shared tasks mentioned data came either from discharge notes, or suicide notes, all of which were generally written in standard English. We did not attempt to normalize abbreviations or misspellings, and we did not handle emoticons or URLs any differently than ordinary text. We also did not utilize any of the information available from Tweets beyond the text itself. These are all issues we plan to investigate in future work.

While it was clear that the Ngram 1–6 features performed better than bigrams, it would be interesting to know if the increased accuracy came from a particular length of Ngram, or if all the different Ngrams contributed equally to the success of Ngram 1–6. In particular we are curious as to whether or not the unigram features actually had a positive impact, since unigrams may tend to be both noisier and more semantically ambiguous.

Likewise, the binary weighting was clearly superior to the frequency based method. It seems important to know if there are a few very frequent features that are skewing these results, or if there are other reasons for the binary weighting to result in such better performance.

While it is difficult to generalize a great deal from these findings, there is some anecdotal evidence that these results have some validity. First, the user that was identified as most prone to Depression when compared to Control (in DvC) was different from the user identified as most prone to Depression when compared to PTSD (in DvP). This seems consistent with the idea that a person suffering from PTSD may also suffer from Depression, and so the DvC case is clearly distinct from the DvP since in the latter there may be confounding evidence of both conditions.

In reviewing the decision lists created by these systems, as well as the features that are actually found in user’s Tweets, it seems clear that there were many somewhat spurious features that were included in the decision lists. This is not surprising given that features were included simply based on their frequency of occurrence - any Ngram that occurred 50 times more in one condition than the other would be included as a feature in the decision list. Moving forward having a more selective method for including features would surely help improve results, and provide greater insight into the larger problem of identifying mental illness in social media postings.
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